CALL ANTI-LYNCHING MEET FOR CAROLINAS

They Planned Clark Lynching--Now They Plan Death For Atlanta Six

Protest Clark Lynching Thurs. In Chattanooga

ARTICLCE

JOBLESS TO DEMAND REAL RELIEF NOW

They Planned Clark Lynching--Now They Plan Death For Atlanta Six

PROTEST CLARK LYNCHING THURS. IN CHATTANOOGA

NTWU PUTS UP REAL DEMANDS IN DANVILLE

SAYS SHERIFF SHOT GRANT

Your Help Wanted

SAVES SHERIFF SHOT GRANT

Your Help Wanted

EXPOSES THOMASVILLE LYNCHING

Arkansas Cotton Pickers Strike

KENTUCKY: Ark. Cotton pickers pick for 15 cents a hundred pounds. Negroes should be won to join union. Will send picket lines to all points in state. Negroes show great interest in joining union. Will send picket lines to all points in state. WILL SEND PICKET LINES TO ALL POINTS IN STATE.

EXPOSES THOMASVILLE LYNCHING

YANCEY, Ky. The Thomasville, Ga., lynch case strike. The strike has lasted for two months.

The strike has lasted for two months.

The strike has lasted for two months.

The strike has lasted for two months.

The strike has lasted for two months.
Expose Lynching In Thomasville
Officials Admit Part In Lynching
On the Chain Gang

Lynching Law At Work

Building the Southern Worker

NTWU Fights Fakers in Danville Strike

Southern Worker Drive

"The Quotas"

Pipe Line Strikers Are Forced Back To Work

Fighting For Social Insurance, We're Fighting To Build A New Society. We Live and Work Here. We're Fighting To Build A New Society. We Live and Work Here.
DISABLED SEAMAN SENT FROM ONE FAKER TO ANOTHER--IN VAIN

A seaman was rescued in New York by a Coast Guard after he had been tricked into sending over $10,000 by a fictitious agent. The seaman, who had been discharged from the service, was told by a man at the hospital that he had a disability and that he would be moved into the Army Health Service if he reported. After being admitted to the hospital, the man claimed to be a friend of the seaman and offered him a job in a nearby city. The seaman accepted the offer and sent the agent over $10,000 for a transfer. The agent then disappeared and the seaman was left with a bill for the hospital and his transportation back to New York. He was later rescued by the Coast Guard and returned to New York. The case is under investigation.
While Hoover Talks About Confidence

The Reds Say--

BY JIM ALLEN

We have noted with interest the recent comment in the Chamber of Commerce of New York that when people talk about the past, they almost always mean the past seven years. This is too bad, for the seven years of the present administration have been a period of great prosperity in the United States, and the recent depression has been evidenced mainly by an overproduction of goods.

The Chamber of Commerce report states that the economy of the United States is sound, and that the country is well prepared for a new depression. The report further states that the government should not interfere with the operation of the free market, but should only intervene in cases of emergency.
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